
A UNIQUE APPLIANCE TO FIT NATURALLY INTO A NEW HOME WITHOUT SACRIFICES ANY SPACE. 

The new buyer wants more added values to their home. When you o�er the Doorway Fitness Tower by 
Fitnatural, you are going outside de box by giving your new homeowners a unique amenity option.

The new generation of buyers are very active in physical activity. To cover this growing need of 
the new buyers. You don't need an entire room devoted to o�er your new homeowners a Fitness 
Station as e new amenity. Doorway Fitness Tower  is a perfect multi-functional home gym with 
the ability to train the whole body, simply to set up and take it down until next workout.  

Doorway Fitness Tower:
- The only Door Gym with a Full Dip, Abs, Pull & Push-Up Station.   

- Innovative Workout  Solution - Unmatched  Functionality  and Very Convenient.             

It's lightweight and easy to assemble and disassemble,  making it ideal piece of �tness equipment for a busy 
household. 

We will customize the Doorway Fitness Tower to �ts in the door frame of any new project. 

Versatile, economical, and easy to use, the Doorway Fitness Tower is the perfect multi-functional home gym for 
your new project. After a few workouts, the new homeowner might realize they don't need anything else!
When you're ready to build your new home with a unique amenity (home gym in one piece of equipment), 
contact us: 

        �tnaturalmia             �tnatural              �tnatural           www.�tnatural.net 786-514-1403 www.�tnaturalmia.com  -  �tnaturall@gmail.com



The Best Home Fitness Equipment  , Say Goodbye to Heavy Weights. 
The DFT gives homeowner the freedom to work the entire body on one piece of equipment. 

Squats & single-leg squats, lunges, push-ups, triceps extensions, leg raises, pull-ups, stretches, and more. With a 
few simple adjustments, the user can adapt the exercises from beginner to advanced, allowing them to challenge 
themself as get stronger. The new homeowner won't have to keep buying new heavier weights.

Doorway Pull Up Bar

DFT - Arms/elbow Support 

DFT-Back Support

DFT Parallel Bars

Color: Black & White
Material: Steel 
Tubes Diameter: 1 to 1 1/4in
Tubes thickness: 2.0mm

Maximum weight: 200 to 250 lb
Fits: 24-36 doorframes
Wall thickness: 7in
Device weight: 27-30 lb

This information is based on the equipment that is available right now in the market for individual use only. 
The equipment  for the projects will be for family use, therefore will be manufactured custom-made according 
to the characteristics and requirements of each project.

Doorway Fitness Tower

- Innovative Workout Solution 
- Unmatched Functionality  
- Total  Body  Home  Gym  Solution  
- Unique Designed - All in one

-  The Back and Arms/elbows Support are 
removable to perform other exercises and 
better storage after use.

- Unique vertical and removable 
Telescopic Parallel Bar to �t di�erent 
size of People.


